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Abstract

Online news has become one of the major channels for Internet users to get
news. News websites are daily overwhelmed with plenty of news articles. Huge
amounts of online news articles are generated and updated everyday, and the pro-
cessing and analysis of this large corpus of data is an important challenge. This
challenge needs to be tackled by using big data techniques which process large
volume of data within limited run times. Also, since we are heading into a social-
media data explosion, techniques such as text mining or social network analysis
need to be seriously taken into consideration.

In this work we focus on one of the most common daily activities: web news
reading. News websites produce thousands of articles covering a wide spectrum of
topics or categories which can be considered as a big data problem. In order to ex-
tract useful information, these news articles need to be processed by using big data
techniques. In this context, we present an approach for classifying huge amounts
of different news articles into various categories (topic areas) based on the text
content of the articles. Since these categories are constantly updated with new
articles, our approach is based on Evolving Fuzzy Systems (EFS). The EFS can
update in real time the model that describes a category according to the changes
in the content of the corresponding articles. The novelty of the proposed system
relies in the treatment of the web news articles to be used by these systems and the
implementation and adjustment of them for this task. Our proposal not only clas-
sifies news articles, but it also creates human interpretable models of the different
categories. This approach has been successfully tested using real on-line news.
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1. Introduction

Modern society generates huge amounts of information every day, especially
in digital format, which obstruct the storage and further processing and analysis.
Big data can be defined as a scale of data set that goes beyond existing database
management tool capabilities of data collection, storage, management, and anal-
ysis capabilities [1]. Although the most common trait of big data is Volume, it is
typically defined by three Vs (Volume, Variety and Velocity).

In addition, big data can be classified taking into account the data type:

1. Structured (data are organized into a predefined data schema)
2. Semi-structured (data does not require a schema definition but the data in-

cludes metadata)
3. Unstructured (data are stored in an unstructured form without any defined

data schema)

There are many different applications in which big data techniques are appli-
cable: data mining, predictive analytics, geoanalysis, natural language processing
and pattern recognition. Also, we are heading into a social-media data explosion.
In this connection, web-based applications encounter big data frequently, such as
social computing, Internet text and documents or Internet search indexing. For
this reason, there are some techniques which need to be seriously taken into ac-
count such as social network analysis and text mining.

In particular, an important application of the text mining which could be also
related with the social big data is: web news mining. Since news websites are daily
overwhelmed with plenty of news articles, an important part of the huge amounts
of new information produced each day is generated by the on-line newspapers.
For this reason, automatic systems which can treat, analyze and classify web news
articles are essential not only for those systems which manage web news articles
but also for user recommendation tasks.

According to the Statistical Report on Internet Development released by China
Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) in July 2014 [2], the number of on-
line news users in China had reached 503 million by the end of January 2014 (a
growth of 98.60 millions from June 2012), and the utilization ratio of online news
was 79.6%. In this report, the online news is the third most used network applica-
tion by Internet users. The first application in this ranking is the Instant messaging
(89,3%) and the second one is the Search engine (80,3%). However, news is the
most frequently searched content by the Internet users using both computers and
mobile phones. In addition, this report suggests that online news has become one
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of the major channels for Internet users to get news and its utilization ratio has
remaining high due to the following reasons: 1) in the era of mobile Internet, it
is one of major activities of Internet users to read news in their fragmented time,
2) Internet users can get news through more channels, and 3) all news media vied
with each other to make inroads into the mobile Internet.

In the era of big data and because of this explosion of information from news
websites, extracting knowledge from news articles becomes an interesting chal-
lenge. To that end, we need text mining techniques which can extract relevant in-
formation from this kind of unstructured type text data. In addition, online news is
a special type of public information mainly because there are many news sources
and the update of the news is very fast. News mining tools, techniques, and al-
gorithms are strongly emerging during these times. There are many techniques
which help to analyze the overflow of information and extract value knowledge
from on-line news sources. However, since this information is continuously grow-
ing and changing, these techniques have to skim and search for information much
more than they had to do in the past.

During the last years, there have been many approaches related with classifica-
tion, clustering, categorization and summarization of news articles [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
If we consider those approaches which classify news into predefined categories,
all of them use a statistic classifier over time. However, the news articles of the
different categories change constantly and these changes should be considered in
the model of the classifier. For this reason, we propose an approach in which
the categories are not predefined but they are updated in an evolving manner ac-
cording the new news articles and categories obtained. This aspect makes our
approach an ideal alternative in this environment.

The presented approach is based on Evolving Fuzzy Systems (EFS) [9] which
allows not only update the structure and parameters of an evolving classifier but
also cope with huge amounts of web news and process data in on-line and real
time - which is essential in this (web) environment. EFS approaches have been
successfully applied in many other different areas [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and for
big data problems [16].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes ex-
isting researches and approaches related with the area of big data and web news
mining. Sections 3, 4 and 5 describe our proposed (evolving) approach for the
classification of web news. Section 6 presents the results and analysis of the eval-
uation of our approach. Finally, section 7 draws the conclusions and future work
guidelines.
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2. Background and Related Work

Many different scientific fields have become highly data-driven with the de-
velopment of computer science. Social computing [17], astronomy [18] or bioin-
formatics [19] are some examples of these fields.

Big data uses different techniques to efficiently process large volume of data
within limited run times. Because of the most common trait of big data is Volume,
the most important challenge is scalability when we deal with the big data analysis
tasks. In this sense, incremental algorithms have good scalability property [20,
21]. If we focus on the disciplines of data mining and machine learning, we should
consider that big data mining is more challenging compared with traditional data
mining algorithms [22].

However, in the big data era, we have to consider that the most common for-
mat of information storage is text such as web pages, emails, documents or social
media. For this reason, text analysis or text mining is a powerful technique at
that time. The term text mining or Knowledge Discovery from Text (KDT) was
mentioned for the first time in 1995 by Feldman et al. [23]. They propose to
structure the text documents by means of information extraction, text categoriza-
tion, or applying NLP techniques as pre-processing step before performing any
kind of KDTs.

Text mining, also known as text data mining[24], can be defined as the anal-
ysis of semi-structured or unstructured text data. As the text is in unstructured
form, it is quite difficult to deal with it. In fact, text mining is a much more com-
plex task than data mining [25] as it involves dealing with text data which are
inherently unstructured and fuzzy. Thus, the goal of the text mining is to turn text
information into numbers so that data mining algorithms can be applied. It arose
from the related fields of data mining, artificial intelligence, statistics, databases,
library science, and linguistics. As it is detailed in [3], since text mining is a
multidisciplinary field, this term has been used to describe different applications
such as text categorization [26, 27], prediction [28, 29], text clustering [30, 31],
association discovery [32, 33] and finding patterns in text databases [34].

In the text mining area, Twitter is considered as a rich source of informa-
tion for text analysis. In [35], the authors find similarities between tweets before
the World Cup started. The high-value social audience from Twitter is identified
through text-mining methods [36]. In this case, the Twitter content of an account
owner and its list of followers are analyzed. A survey on text mining and sen-
timent analysis for unstructured web data is presented in [37]. Mathioudakis et
al. [38] propose TwitterMonitor, a system which detects topic trends in real time
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and provides meaningful analytics that synthesize an accurate description of each
topic. Kim et al. propose in [39] a spatio-temporal trend detection and related
keyword recommendation scheme for tweets called TwitterTrends. These scheme
can identify keyworkds and recommmend related keywords at a given location
and time.

Other application of the text mining is: Web news mining. This term describes
the analysis of web news and is a special type of public information which has
special characteristics [40]. The existence of numerous reliable news sources and
fast news updates are two important differences. For this reason, new approaches,
technologies and tools need to be developed in order to achieve the different goals
proposed in this area.

During the last years, there have been many approaches related with web news
mining and news exploration systems. In [6], the authors describe the use of data
mining techniques to analyze web news. It is concluded from that study that
web mews mining at the terms level serves as a powerful technique to manage
knowledge encapsulated in large web news collection. As in our approach, the
authors analyze web news by using text mining. However, that research only
implements the process of terms extraction from the web news. Our approach,
not only analyzes web news but also classifies them in a specific topic.

In [41] the authors propose a flexible topic-driven framework for news explo-
ration. It performs news mining at the topic level and presents news information
with topics, entities and relations derived from the news data. Also, the authors
consider that in order to facilitate an in-depth analysis of the news it is necessary
to extract structured information (ideally, identifying who, what, whom, when,
where and why [42]). In [43], it is presented an endeavor aiming at construc-
tion of a real-time event extraction system for border security-related intelligence
gathering from online news. In [44] a quantitative method that identifies weak
signal topics by exploiting keyword-based text mining is presented. This method
is illustrated using web news articles related to solar cells.

Because the amount of web news is huge, there is also a need for approaches
which can help people to extract the most important information very quickly. For
this reason, automatic news summarization has been an active area of research for
several decades. Malhotra et al [45] propose a technique which is keyword based
extractive summarization. In that case, different features (such as thematic terms,
named entity or title terms) are identified and used to score sentences. In a recent
research, Chowdhury et al. [46] explain that since each of the news carries infor-
mation, news pertaining to a specific company can give us a perception about the
organizations policies, growth and performance. In this sense, all news together
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can build an overall sense about a particular company. For this reason, the authors
propose an interesting prediction model which shows the current sentiment of a
company calculated from relevant news headlines.

In the area of news summarization, there are also several studies in which
hybrid systems based on users web history are proposed. In the research done by
Liu et al. [47], a personalized news recommendation system in Google News is
developed. Their system builds profiles of users’s news interests based on their
past click behavior. In [8] Kim et al. propose a news summarization scheme based
on social network services which generate detailed information about trending
issues in an effective manner. Morales et al. [48] propose a methodology for
recommending interesting news to users by exploiting the information in their
twitter persona. In this approach, it is analyzed the relevance between users and
news articles using a mix of signals drawn from the news stream and from twitter
(the profile of the social neighborhood of the users, the content of their own tweet
stream, and topic popularity in the news and in the whole twitter-land).

Automated summarization methods are defined as language-independent if
they are not based on any language specific knowledge. These methods can be
used for multilingual summarization. This term was defined by Mani [49] as pro-
cessing several languages, with summary in the same language as input. In the
period since 2004, an interest in multilingual and multi-document summarization
has risen. Evans et al. [50] proposed in 2004 a multilingual version of a summa-
rization system which address the problem of user access to browsing news from
multiple languages from multiple sites on the internet. The system automatically
collects, organizes, and summarizes news in multiple source languages. Also, the
user can browse news topics with English summaries, and compare perspectives
from different countries on the topics. A technique which fusion sentences by
summarizing news in multiple documents is presented by Barzilay et al. [4]. In
[51] the authors introduce an approach to multilingual single-document extractive
summarization where summarization is considered as an optimization or a search
problem which is solve by using genetic algorithms. Recently, Kabadjov et at. [7]
present a generic approach for summarizing clusters of multilingual news articles
by using statistical techniques and multilingual tools.

In conclusion, in the era of web pages, emails and social media; text mining
presents new opportunities and challenges. In particular, news websites produce
huge amounts of articles which can be considered as a big data problem. For this
reason, web news mining has become an attractive research area which needs to
be considered by using big data techniques. In this paper, we present an evolving
approach for classifying web news articles which can be used on-line, which is
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essential in this (web) environment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
approach which treat the web news mining in an evolving manner.

3. Our Approach: General Structure

As we have already mentioned, the goal of this research is the development of
an approach to classify different news articles (from the web) into various topic
areas (categories) based on the text content of the articles. The cornerstone of the
proposed approach is the use of a classifier whose structure and parameters are
updated according to the changes in the content of the news articles.

Figure 1 shows the structure of our approach, which consists of two well dif-
ferentiated phases (or modules):

1. Term extraction: creates a set of (relevant) terms per article (this module is
explained in Section 4)

2. Evolving Classification: not only creates and constantly updates the corre-
sponding Evolving Fuzzy Rules from the obtained articles, but also classi-
fies a new news article into the categories previously considered (in Section
5 this module is detailed).

The extraction and analysis of web news articles are done one by one and this
process can start from scratch, with no previous information about the number
of categories or news articles collected. It is important to highlight that all the
approaches that we have seen so far classify news into predefined categories us-
ing a predefined and static classifier over time. As far as we know, this is the
first approach which not only collects, analyzes and extracts relevant terms from
different web news, but also classifies web news in an evolving manner.

The proposed classifier also can cope with huge amounts of web news articles
and process them in real time. This aspect is essential because of the characteristic
of this big data problem in the web environment. Although our proposal is focused
on the web news mining, it can be used in other web-based applications, like
navigation or social networks, that produce big data in real time.

The next two sections explain in detail how the proposed approach works.

4. Our Approach: Term extraction

This module is responsible for extracting news articles of different topic areas
from the web, and then summarizes each article with a set of terms in which each
term has its corresponding relevance value.
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Although we can use any source for the articles collection, in this research we
have collected them from the New York Times (NYT) online newspaper 1. For
such a task, we have used the NYT API 2 called Article Search API v2 with which
we can search NYT articles from September 18, 1851 to today, retrieving head-
lines, abstracts, lead paragraphs, links to associated multimedia and other article
metadata. Using this API, we can obtain search NYT articles based on their cat-
egory (using the search filter new desk) and their date of publication (begin date
and end date). By using these search filters, we obtain a JSON response with
several parameters. In this research, we will use only the content of the parameter
(lead paragraph) which contains the first paragraph of the web news as it was
published in the web. However, other parameters (such as section name, web url
or word count) could be used if we wanted to analyze other aspects.

In Figure 1we can observe that once a categorized news article (Ak) is ob-
tained, it is considered as a string and analyzed by applying the following two
steps: Term Generation (section 4.1) and Term Filtering (section 4.2).

4.1. Term Generation
The most relevant terms of each article are obtained in this step. This task has

been done in this research by using the open-source tool RapidMiner [52]. Rapid-
Miner is one of the most popular tools for data mining and predictive analysis.
This tool is used for executing the following steps:

1. Tokenization: This step breaks a stream of text up into phrases, words, sym-
bols, or other meaningful elements called tokens. The result of the tok-
enization is a sequence of tokens, and its main use is the identification of
meaningful keywords.

2. Stopword elimination: The most common words that are unlikely to help
text mining such as prepositions, articles, and pro-nouns are considered as
stopwords. This step eliminates these words from the text because they are
not useful for the text mining applications. Thus, the sequence of tokens is
reduced and it helps to improve the system performance.

3. Stemming or lemmatization: This step reduces the words into their stems
(also known as base or root). Since the meaning of different words could
be the same but their form different, it is necessary to identify each word
form using its stem form. There are many stemming algorithms which can

1http://www.nytimes.com/
2http://api.nytimes.com/svc/search/v2/articlesearch
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do this. In this case, we have applied the algorithm used by the Snowball
Stemmer [53]. Thus, the terms that we are using are represented by stems
rather than by the original words. In this step, the total number of distinct
terms in a document is reduced too.

4.2. Term Filtering
The previous module (term generation) produces a set of terms associated with

each document. However, the relevance of the different terms in the framework
of all the news should also be taken into account. For this reason, it is necessary
to prune the generated terms based on their frequencies of occurrence throughout
the collection. The aim of this term filtering process is to identify those terms
which are not of interest in the context of the entire news corpus. Thus, we need
to remove not only the terms which do not occur frequently enough but also those
which occur in a fairly constant distribution among the news collection.

In order to assign a relevance value to each term, we propose an Information
Retrieval (IR) approach. In this case, the term relevance with respect to a news
article collection is obtained by using one of the most successful and well-tested
techniques in IR: tf-idf [54] (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency).
Tf-idf is a metric that in this case determines the relative frequency of words in
a specific news article compared to the inverse proportion of that word over the
entire news article corpus. This metric provides how relevant a given word is in
a news article. Those words which appear in a small group of articles will have
higher tf-idf value than those words which are very common. Since the calculation
of this metric needs the entire news article corpus, it is updated with each new
news article. It is proper to remark that although our approach starts from scratch,
the initial corpus could be created by analyzing an initial set of articles.

The output of this process per news article (Figure 1 shows an example) is
the corresponding tf-idf value per each term of the corpus. We need to take into
account that this module is also responsible for the (constantly) update of the
corpus.

5. Our Approach: Evolving Classification

In our approach, the Evolving Classification consists of two different modules:
1) Creation of the Evolving Fuzzy Rules and 2) Web News Classification. These
modules are shown in Figure 1, where we can see that the fuzzy rules created by
the first module are used by the classification module. Before explaining in detail
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these modules, we will describe some characteristics of the Evolving Fuzzy Rules
used in this approach.

The creation and update of the set of fuzzy rules is based on the eClass0 clas-
sifier [55]. eClass0 is a fuzzy rule-based (FRB) classifier which uses (fuzzy) rules
which evolve from streaming data. In particular, eClass0 possesses a zero-order
Takagi-Sugeno consequent, so a fuzzy rule in our case has the following structure:

Rulei = IF (A1 ∼ Prot1) AND . . . AND(An ∼ Protn)

THEN Category = Categoryj

where i represents the number of rule; n is the number of input variables (terms
in the corpus); the Ai stores the tf-idf of the term i of the article (A) to classify,
and the Proti stores the tf-idf value of the term i of one of the prototypes (cluster
center) of the corresponding class (Category). Categorym ∈ {set of different
categories}.

An important aspect to consider is the possible interpretation by human of
these (evolving) fuzzy rules. In addition, by analyzing these rules, we can get
detect the most relevant terms of the different categories, and how these terms
change over time.

In the next two subsections we will detail how these rules are created/updated
(section 5.1), and used to classify a new article (section 5.2).

5.1. Creation of the Evolving Fuzzy Rules
This module is responsible for updating the number of rules and its attributes

according to the text content of the news articles collected. In this approach,
as soon as a web news article is collected and analyzed, its corresponding tf-idf
values (per term) are sent to the Creation of the Evolving Fuzzy Rules module.
The number of rules created by this module depends on the heterogeneity of the
news articles in the same category.

As it is explained in [55], a prototype is a data sample that groups several
samples which represent a certain class. The classifier is initialized with the first
data sample, which is stored as a new rule. Based on the potential of the new data
sample to become a prototype [9], it could form a new prototype or replace an
existing one.

If we consider that the new news article is Ak and its category Cj , the fuzzy
rules are updated (or created) by performing the following four steps: 1) Calculate
the potential of Ak. 2) Update all the prototypes considering Ak. 3) Insert Ak as a
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newprototype(oftheCategoryCm)ifneeded.4)Removeexistingprototypesif
needed.Thesestepsareexplainedindetailinthenextsubsections.

5.1.1. CalculatethepotentialofAk

Thepotential(P)ofthekthnewsarticle(Ak)canbecalculatedbytheequation
1,whichrepresentsafunctionoftheaccumulateddistancebetweenanewsarticle
andalltheotherk-1articlesinthedataspace[55]. Theresultofthisfunction
representsthedensityofthedatathatsurroundsacertainarticle.

P(Ak)=
1

1+
k 1
i=1 distance(Ak,Ai)

k−1

(1)

wheredistancerepresentsthedistancebetweentwonewsarticlesinthedata
space.Althoughdifferentdistancecanbeusedtomeasurethesimilaritybetween
twoarticles, weusecosinedistance(equation2)becauseittoleratesdifferent
samplestohavedifferentnumberofattributes(inthiscase,twoarticlescould
haveadifferentnumberoftermssincethecorpusisconstantlyupdated).

cosDist(Ak,Ap)=1−

n
j=1Akjxpj

n
j=1A2

kj
n
j=1A2

pj

(2)

whereAkandAprepresentthetwonewsarticlestomeasureitsdistanceandn
representsthenumberofdifferentattributesinbothsamples.

However,ifweuseinthisapproachtheequation1weneedtostoreallthe
newsarticles,whichcontradictstotherequirementforreal-timeandon-lineap-
plicationneededintheproposedproblem.Forthisreason,in[55]itisdeveloped
arecursiveexpressionforthepotential.Thisformula(equation3)isasfollows:

Pk(Ak)=
1

2− 1

(k−1) n
j=1(Aj

k)2
Bk

;k=2,3...

where:Bk=

n

j=1

Aj
kbj

k;bj
k=bj

(k−1)+
(zj

k)2

n
l=1(Al

k)2

andbj
1=

(Aj
1)

2

n
l=1(Al

1)
2

;j=[1,n+1]; P1(A1)=1

(3)

whereAk representsthekthnewsarticleanditscorrespondinglabel(z=
[A,Category]).Usingthisexpression,andthisisoneofthemostimportantaspect
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of this classifier, it is only necessary to calculate (n+1) values where n is the
number of different terms of the corpus; this value is represented by b, where
bjk, j = [1, n] represents the accumulated value for the kth articles.

5.1.2. Update all the prototypes considering Ak

The density of the data space surrounding certain prototype changes with the
insertion of each new article, and the existing prototypes need to be updated. This
update is fast since the recursive equation 3 is used.

5.1.3. Insert Ak as a new prototype (of the Category Cm) if needed
In this step, the potential of Ak is compared with the potential of all the ex-

isting prototypes. A new prototype is created if its value is higher than any other
existing prototype, as shown in equation 4.

∃i, i = [1, NumProt] : P (zk) > P (Proti) (4)

Thus, if Ak has high descriptive power and generalization potential, the clas-
sifier evolves by adding a new prototype, that is, a new rule in set of fuzzy rules.

5.1.4. Remove existing prototypes if needed
After adding a new prototype, we check whether any of the already existing

prototypes are described well by the newly added prototype [55]. By well we
mean that the value of the membership function that describes the closeness to the
prototype is a Gaussian bell function chosen due to its generalization capabilities:

∃i, i = [1, NumPrototypes] : µi(Ak) > e−1 (5)

The membership function between a data sample and a prototype is calculated
as follows:

µi(Ak) = e
− 1

2
[
cosDist(zk,Proti)

σi
]
, i = [1, NumProt] (6)

where cosDist(Ak, P roti) represents the cosine distance between Ak and the
ith prototype; σi represents the spread of the membership function, which also
symbolizes the radius of the zone of influence of the prototype. This spread is
determined based on the scatter of the prototype. In order to calculate the scatter
without storing all the news articles, this value can be updated (as shown in [55])
recursively by:
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σi(k) =

√
[σi(k − 1)]2 +

[cosDist2(Proti, zk)− [σi(k − 1)]2]

k
(7)

where k is the number of news articles considered; cosDist(Pi, Ak) is the co-
sine distance between the ith prototype and the new news article.

5.2. Web News Classification
This module classifies a new news article (Az) into one of the categories previ-

ously analyzed. Since a category is represented by one or more prototypes, Az is
compared to all the prototypes by using cosine distance and the smallest distance
determines the closest similarity. This aspect is considered in equation 8.

Class(Az) = Class(Prot∗);

Prot∗ =MINNumProt
i=1 (cosDist(Proti, Az))

(8)

whereAz represent the (non-categorized) web news article to classify,NumProt
determines the number of existing prototypes (number of rules), Proti represents
the ith prototype, and cosDist represents the cosine distance between two news
articles.

6. Experimental Design and Results

In order to evaluate the presented approach, we have collected hundreds of
news articles in English language from the New York Times online newspaper.
This collection has been done by using the NYT API as we have explained in
section 4. It should be emphasized that this approach has been totally designed to
be applied in real-time. However, we have created several data sets of hundreds
of web news articles in order to know the accuracy of our approach and to have
comparable results with other off-line techniques.

6.1. Data Sets
For the purpose of this research, we have collected hundreds of web NYT news

articles which are already categorized in seven different topics: Art, Business,
Health, Science, Sports, Technology and Travel. In total, we have collected 3500
categorized web news articles: 500 news articles for each of the 7 categories. We
want to emphasize again that using our approach the number of categories does
not need to be predefined and it can changes over time.
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In addition, to evaluate the proposed approach using different numbers of cat-
egories, the following 5 different sets of data which combine two or more cate-
gories have been created: 1) Health vs. Science, 2) Science vs. Techonology, 3)
Health vs. Science vs. Sports, 4) Business vs. Health vs. Science vs. Sports, and
5) Arts vs. Business vs. Health vs. Science vs. Sports vs. Travel.

The main terms of these 3500 articles (taking into account the different cate-
gories) were extracted as it was proposed in the Term Extraction module. How-
ever, since the number of different terms is very high (more than 6000 different
terms), we have applied an addition terms reduction technique. This reduction has
been done taking into account that the tf-idf of several terms is very low. For this
reason, we have removed those terms with a low tf-idf value in all the documents.
Specifically, we sum the tf-idf values of a particular term in the collection of doc-
uments. If this value is lower than a threshold (pruning threshold), it is removed
from the data set. In this research, we have used several pruning threshold (from
0.3 to 2.5) in order to evaluate its influence in the final results. As higher the
threshold is, as smaller the final data set is. We should consider that the number
of terms removed using a pruning threshold value higher than 1 is very high.

To get an idea about how the size of the corpus decreases based on the thresh-
old that is applied to reduce the original corpus, Table 1 summarizes the number
of terms of the 5 sets of categories using different pruning thresholds. For exam-
ple, we can observe that if there is no reduction (original data set), the number
of different terms using 6 categories is 6112; however, if we prune the number of
terms using a threshold of 2.5, this number is drastically reduced to 38 terms. In
addition, after applying this terms reduction, we remove a very small number of
articles which were represented only by terms with value 0.

6.2. Results
In order to measure the performance of the proposed approach in the previous

5 data sets (reduced by different pruning thresholds values), the well-established
technique of 10-fold cross-validation is chosen. The different pruned data sets
(training set) are divided into 10 disjoint subsets with equal size. Each of the 10
subsets is left out in turn for evaluation. Our approach does not need to work this
kind of validation; however, it has been evaluated in this mode to get an idea about
its performance.

The results are shown in Figure 2, where the different lines (different colors)
represent different combination of categories. Each combination has been evalu-
ated by using 11 different pruning thresholds (the x-axis indicates this value).
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Table 1: Number of terms (Corpus) of the different data sets taking into account the data reduction
using tf-idf (Pruning Threshold).

Number of Terms

Pruning Thresholds

Data Sets Original <0.3 <0.5 <1 <1.5 <2 <2.5

Health-Science 2765 1843 857 279 111 59 34

Science-Technology 2892 1857 823 273 109 61 31

Health-Science-Sports 3759 1883 863 289 112 58 35

Business-Health-

-Science-Sports 4280 1896 842 273 112 55 36

Arts-Business-Health-

-Science-Sports-Travel 6112 1902 841 276 118 62 38

Figure 2 shows that the percentage of news articles correctly classified using
the original data (not pruned) can be improved by removing those terms which
are not representative. For example, if we classify a news article into only two
categories (Science and Technology) using a pruning threshold value of 2, the
number of terms decrease drastically from 2892 to 61. However, the percentage of
news correctly classified improves from 53% to 73%. Thus, this pruning process
is essential in this environment.

In general, we can conclude that using this approach, the results are better
when the terms reduction is high (using a pruning threshold higher than 1.5). The
main reason for this behavior is that when we use too many words for categorizing
a news article, those words really important are “hidden” by the total set of words.
This aspect is important since we do not need all the terms of the news articles
to be able to classify them with a high accuracy. Thus, the choice of the pruning
threshold has a crucial impact in the results obtained. If we use this research with
other categories, a briefly study about the impact of the pruning threshold in the
classification could done as part of the approach.

As we supposed, if the number of categories (classes) is more than two, the
percentage of news correctly classified decreases. For example, using 6 different
categories and a pruning thresholds of 2.5, we obtain a classification accuracy
of almost 40%. To analyze this results we should take into account the reduced
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number of terms (38) analyzed for this task.

6.3. Comparison with other classifiers
For evaluating the performance of our approach, we compare the proposed

classifier (eClass0) with the following well-known classifiers:

1. C4.5 classifier [56]: a well-known decision tree induction algorithm (its
predecessor is ID3 algorithm).

2. Naive Bayes classifier (NB) using estimator classes [57]: simple probabilis-
tic classifier based on applying Bayes theorem with strong (naive) indepen-
dence assumptions.

3. Artificial Neural Network (ANN): A multi-layer perceptron trained with the
back-propagation algorithm, in which the nodes are all sigmoid. Also, the
number of neurons is modified according to the number of attributes and
classes (in particular: (attributes + classes) / 2).

4. Support Vector Machines (SVM) [58]: kernel based classifier which imple-
ments John Platts sequential minimal optimization algorithm.

5. K Nearest Neighbor Classifier (k-NN) [59]: an instance-based learning tech-
nique based on closest training examples in the feature space.

In addition, we have chosen an incremental classifier (NB Incremental) in or-
der to evaluate eClass0 with other incremental classifier which can be used in real
time. However, it is important to remark that eClass0 is recursive, the rule-base
are constantly updated, and the obtained rules are subject to interpretation.

This comparison is done for the 5 different combination of categories and
using a pruning threshold value of 1,85 (with which, in general, a better accuracy
is obtained). In addition, it is important to remark that in this section, we are
comparing only the classifiers since the term extraction module is the same for all
the classifiers.

In table 2 we observe that the percentage of news articles correctly classified
by our proposed classifier (eClass0) are similar to those obtained by NB Incre-
mental and C4.5. Nevertheless, the difference between eClass0 and ANN, K-NN
and SVM is considerable. However, the classifier based on ANN needs a great
deal of neurons and the training process is very time consuming, computationally
expensive and impractical in implementation in the environment proposed in this
work. Since we are looking for a classifier which can process streaming data in
real-time, only the incremental classifiers satisfy this requirement. In addition, as
it has already been explained, eClass0 is a good working alternative for several
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Table 2: Classification rates: eClass0 vs other well-known classifiers. Abbreviations of the cate-
gories: H (Health), Te (Technology), Sc (Science), Sp (Sports), B (Bussines), A (Arts), Tr (Travel).

Classifiers and classification rate (%)
DataSet Incremental Classif. Non-Incremental Classifiers

(Combinat. Pruning eClass0 NB C4.5 NB ANN K-NN SVM
Categories) Threshold (Approach) (Incr.) (k=1)

H-Sc 1.85 72.2 68.3 69.8 70.3 83.3 73.4 74.9
Sc-Te 1.85 78.3 81.7 77.8 87.4 88.3 86.4 90.8

H-Sc-Sp 1.85 64.4 65.4 65.8 66.4 79.3 78.2 76.6
B-He-Sc-Sp 1.85 52.3 53.0 59.0 64.3 63.8 70.4 66.6

A-B-H-
-Sc-Sp-Tr 1.85 35.7 36.3 40.1 38.5 45.9 50.4 48.2

reasons: 1) can cope with huge amounts of data because it does not need to store
the entire data streams in the memory, 2) is open and the rule-base evolves, 3) is
computationally simple and efficient as it is recursive and one pass.

6.4. Evolving Fuzzy Rules in Web News Classification
As we have already detailed, a specific category of this environment can be

represented by one or several rules, depending on the heterogeneity of the news
articles that represent the same category. Thus, a class could be represented by one
or several prototypes. The different rules (prototypes) that represent a category are
constantly updated.

In order to clarify this idea (which is the main contribution of this paper), let
us consider that news article from two categories (Health and Technology) are
collected. In this case, the first news article collected creates the first prototype.
Let us suppose that this news article is categorized as Health, the first rule could
be something like this:

EvolvingFuzzyRule− Example1 :

A) RuleHealth1 :
IF (“home′′ ∼ 0, 397) AND (“drug′′ ∼ 0, 2389) AND . . .
. . . AND (“doctor′′ ∼ 0, 1876) THEN Category =′ HEALTH ′
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However, this set of rules evolves by collecting and processing new news ar-
ticles. In such a way, the number of rules and terms constantly changes. Taking
into account the previous example, let us consider the following example (Exam-
ple2) in which the category named as ’Health’ is represented by different rules (2
different prototypes) and the category Technology is represented by only one rule.
We can observe the high interpretability of the rules which makes that different
categorizes can be easily analyzed.

EvolvingFuzzyRules− Example2 :

A) RuleHealth1 :
IF (“home“ ∼ 0, 2886) AND (“drug“ ∼ 0, 3468) AND . . .
. . . AND (“disease′′ ∼ 0, 1876) THEN Category =′ HEALTH ′

RuleHealth2 :
IF (“drug“ ∼ 0, 3260) AND (“doctor“ ∼ 0, 4503) AND . . .
. . . AND (“patient′′ is 0, 3973) THEN Category =′ HEALTH ′

B) RuleTechnology :
IF (“video“ ∼ 0, 1638) AND (“Googl“ ∼ 0, 4022) AND . . .
. . . AND (“compani′′ ∼ 0, 3250) THEN Category =′ TECHNOLOGY ′

Although this is an example, the real number of rules that are created from
the previous data sets (and pruning threshold = 1.85) is shown in Table 3. This
Table shows how the total number of Evolving Fuzzy Rules that are created using
our approach is very small. In general, it is remarkable the small number of rules
which are created. This aspect is important since the data to be stored by our
approach is much reduced.

7. Conclusions and Future work

The research presented in this paper is mainly related with two fields: Big
data and Web news mining. We propose an approach in the field of text mining
(in particular, web news mining), but it is always considered that the amount of
news to process is huge.

In this sense, our proposal is an evolving approach for classifying different
web news articles into various topic areas based on the text content of the arti-
cles. Since news websites are daily overwhelmed with plenty of news articles,
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Table 3: Number of Fuzzy Rules which are created by our approach (H-Health, Sc-Science, Sp.-
Sports, B.-Business, A.-Arts, Tr.-Travel,Te.-Technology)

Categories

Data Sets H. Sc. Sp. B. A. Tr. Te. Total

Health-Science 2 2 4 Rules

Science-Technology 4 5 9 Rules

Health-Science-Sports 7 6 3 16 Rules

Business-Health-

-Science-Sports 6 3 4 5 18 Rules

Arts-Business-Health-

-Science-Sports-Travel 7 8 5 6 3 3 32 Rules

one of the main advantages of the proposed approach is that it can cope with huge
amounts of news in real-time. In addition, since the web news articles change
everyday, we have proposed an evolving classifier which also changes constantly.
This classifier is based on Evolving Fuzzy Systems (EFS) and the model that de-
scribes a specific topic area changes according to the change in the text content of
their articles. In addition, our proposal not only classifies news articles, but it also
creates human interpretable models of the different categories.

In order to get the relevance of the different terms of the web news, we have
seen that tf-idf is a simple but powerful and efficient numeric measure for this task.
Related to the proposed (evolving) classifier, it is important to highlight that it is
very simple and it works very fast. Also, the proposed classifier is one pass, non-
iterative, recursive and it can be used in an interactive mode. Thus, this method
can cope with huge amounts of news and process them quickly. Although the
amount of terms from the articles is huge, we can extract the most important terms
with no need to store all the news in memory. The approach has been successfully
tested using real on-line news, and according to the results, we can conclude that
it performs as well as other well-known incremental classifier, specially using a
(very) small number of terms. In this sense, the value of the pruning threshold is
essential in order to achieve good results.

Finally, it is important to highlight that although our proposal is focused on
the web news mining, this approach can be used in other different areas in which
the process of huge amounts of data in real time is needed. For example, since a
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web news is represented by a set of terms, our approach can be used to categorize
social networks messages (ie, tweets) in real-time.
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